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This overview describes the progressive results of the superconducting critical temperature in bulk nanostructured metals (niobium,
vanadium and tantalum) processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT). Bulk nanostructured superconductors provide a new route to control
superconducting property, because ultrafine-grain structures with a high density of grain boundaries, dislocations, and other crystalline defects
modify the superconducting order parameter. The critical temperature Tc in Nb increases with the evolution of grain refinement owing to the
quantum confinement of electrons in ultrafine grains. In Vand Ta, however, Tc decreases at a certain HPT revolution number (i.e. at certain strain
levels). The different behaviour of Tc in the three materials is explained by the competition effect between the quantum size effect and disorder
effect; these effects are characterized by the parameters of grain size, electron mean free path, and superconducting coherence length.
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1. Introduction
A superconductor is a material that shows zero electrical
resistivity and perfect diamagnetism, when it is cooled below
a critical temperature.1­3) Many metallic elements, alloys,
and intermetallic compounds become superconductors at
low temperature. In nanostructured superconductors, super-
conducting properties and the vortex state are different from
homogeneous bulk superconductors.4­6) When the size of
superconductors is reduced to the superconducting coherence
length, the quantum-confinement of electrons and the size-
dependent superconductivity has been theoretically pre-
dicted.4­6) Recently, the nanofabrication technique has been
developed and applied to superconducting metals, and the
size effect of the superconducting transition has been studied
on the ultrathin film of Pb7) and the nanowire of Al.8)
Granular thin films, which consist of nanoscale grains, were
also investigated;9,10) however, the heavy disorder was
introduced into superconductors during the film preparation
process. In this situation, the superconductivity is in the dirty
limit, so experimental results are out of the scope of
theoretical studies for clean superconductors.4­6)
The bulk nanostructured metals prepared by severe plastic
deformation (SPD) are interesting candidate for studies on
nanoscale superconductors. So far the SPD process for
metallic materials has become an important technique in
many research fields of science and engineering including
physics, chemistry, material science, biology, geology, and
tribology.11­18) The SPD processes, such as high-pressure
torsion (HPT), equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP),
accumulative roll bonding (ARB), and multidirectional
forging (MDF), effectively introduce a large plastic strain
into the bulk metallic materials and thus fabricate bulk
nanostructured materials that have ultrafine grains in the
submicrometer or even nanometer range.11­18) In the HPT
process,19,20) a thin disk is placed between two anvils and
SPD is carried out by rotating the two anvils with respect to
each other under a high pressure of several GPa.
In contrast to homogeneous bulk superconductors, bulk
nanostructured superconductors generated by SPD provide
a new route to control superconducting property, because
ultrafine-grain structures with a high density of grain
boundaries, dislocations, and other crystalline defects interact
with the superconducting order parameter, which varies
with the superconducting coherence length (several tens of
nanometers). Recently, the HPT process has been applied to
Nb,21) Re,22) and NbTi,23) and enhancement of the critical
temperature Tc,21,22) upper critical field Hc221) and critical
current density Jc21) has been reported. For mechanisms of
the Tc-enhancement, the increase of the superconducting
order parameter due to the quantum size effect4­6,21) and the
increase of electron­electron coupling22) have been discussed
in the ultrafine-grained superconductors with a grain size
comparable to the coherence length. However, the effect of
SPD on the superconducting property is not simple because
of competing effects on superconductivity.24) In the SPD
process, because the effect of grain refinement that enhances
Tc competes with the effect of crystalline disorder that
reduces Tc, it is not obvious whether Tc will rise by the SPD
process. Here, disorder is a general term to express various
crystal imperfections (e.g., grain boundaries, dislocations,
impurities, lattice strain), which suppress the superconducting
order parameter.
This overview presents the recent progress of the
superconducting property in bulk ultrafine-grained metals
processed by HPT. The superconducting transition is+Corresponding author, E-mail: terukazu@ip.kyusan-u.ac.jp
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examined by magnetization and resistivity measurements in
HPT-processed Nb, V, and Ta (HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-Ta)
as a function of the HPT revolution numbers N. It is found
that the critical temperature Tc in HPT-Nb increases higher
than that in high-purity single crystals in whole revolution
numbers N. It is also shown that Tc in HPT-V and HPT-Ta
decreases at a certain revolution number (i.e. at certain strain
levels). The different behaviour of the superconductivity and
the N dependence of Tc in three materials is discussed on
the basis of the competition between the quantum size
effect,4­6,21) which is controlled by the grain size, and the
disorder effect,1,2,24) which depends on the process and
materials. The validity of the HPT process and the direction
toward improving superconducting properties are presented.
2. Experimental Procedure
2.1 Process and materials
For pure elemental superconductors, polycrystalline disks
of Nb, V, and Ta with a purity of 99.9% were used as starting
materials. Disks were processed by HPT at room temperature
(RT) under a pressure of P = 6GPa for different numbers of
revolutions (Nb: N = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, V: N = 0,
1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, Ta: N = 0, 1/2, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50)
with a rotation speed of ½ = 1 rpm.25­30) Because the strain
is introduced as a function of the distance R from the disk
center and also the number of revolutions N, it can be





t, where t is the thickness of the disk.
The average grain size d = 2rav of the starting materials of
Nb, V, and Ta was estimated to be 2rav = 40­140 µm from
the optical microscope images on the chemically etched
surface. In the initial stage of the HPT process (i.e., 0 ¯
N ¯ 2), the grain size is effectively reduced with increasing N
and is a strong function of the distance R from the center as
shown in Fig. 1. In the steady state (i.e., N ² 2), however, the
grain size hardly depends on N and R, showing an almost
saturated value.27­29) The microstructures of HPT-Nb,27)
HPT-V,28) and HPT-Ta29) in the steady state were observed
at the position around R ³ 3mm by using a Hitachi H-8100
transmission electron microscope (TEM). For HPT-Nb, the
value of rav was determined to be rav ³ 70 µm (N = 0),
125 nm (N = 2) and 120 nm (N = 5).27) The effect of N on
the grain refinement on HPT-V and HPT-Ta is reasonably
equivalent to that on HPT-Nb: rav ³ 20 µm (N = 0) and
165 nm (N = 5) for HPT-V,28) and rav ³ 150 nm (N = 5) for
HPT-Ta.29)
For Nb, further grain refinement was achieved by low
temperature-(LT-)HPT in liquid nitrogen30) under P = 6GPa
for revolution numbers N = 0, 1/4, 1, 5, 15. The grain size
of Nb was strongly reduced after LT-HPT and the estimated
value of rav ³ 23 nm for N = 5 was more than five times
smaller than that after RT-HPT.30)
2.2 Transport and magnetic measurements
HPT-processed disks with a diameter º ³ 10mm and a
thickness t ³ 0.5­0.6mm were cut using a wire-cutting
electric discharge machine and/or a low-speed precision
cutter (Buehler, ISOMET-LS). To study the effect of HPT
revolutions N on superconductivity, two kinds of samples
were cut at a fixed position of R = 2.5mm from the disk
center; square plates with typical dimensions of 1 © 1mm2
and rods with square cross-sections having a ³0.5-mm width
and ³9.5-mm length for magnetization and resistivity
measurements, respectively (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 21)).
Electrical resistivity μ(T ) was measured by a conventional
dc four-probe method under a low current density of J =
2A/cm2. The noise level of the dc voltage measurements
was ³0.3 nV.31) The distance between voltage terminals was
typically ³1mm to minimize the inhomogeneity in the radial
direction.21)
Temperature T dependence of the magnetization M(T ) was
measured using a superconducting quantum interface device
(SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS-XL and
MPMS3).21,23,24) For temperature dependence of the magnet-
ization, two measurement modes were used. In the zero-field
cooling (ZFC) mode, the sample is first cooled to a
superconducting state (i.e., below Tc) in the zero magnetic
Fig. 1 Optical microscope images of HPT-Nb (N = 1/4). (a) Overall view from center to the edge parts. (b)­(e) Magnified views as a
function of the positions shown in (a).
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field and then the magnetization is measured in a constant
field with increasing temperature. In the field cooling (FC)
mode, the magnetic field is applied in the normal state (i.e.,
above Tc) and the magnetization is measured with decreasing
temperature.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Critical temperature Tc
3.1.1 HPT-Nb
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetization of HPT-Nb in the ZFC and FC modes before
and after the HPT process at room temperature. Because
the volume fraction of the superconductivity is ³100%
irrespective of the HPT revolution numbers,21) the magnet-
ization M(T ) is normalized to ¹1 by a ZFC value of M(9K).
Critical temperatures Tc is defined by the onset of the
diamagnetism as shown by arrows in Fig. 2, because perfect
diamagnetism is a fundamental characteristic of super-
conductivity. In ideal superconductors without vortex
pinning, both modes show the same diamagnetization.
However, as shown in Fig. 2, the diamagnetic signal in the
FC mode is very weak compared with that in the ZFC mode.
The reason is that vortices are effectively trapped in the
superconductor in the FC mode, as is often seen in the strong
vortex-pinning superconductors.
Figure 3 shows the critical temperature Tc as a function of
HPT revolution numbers N. The critical temperature before
the HPT process (N = 0) is Tc = 9.25­9.26K; the value is
consistent with Tc for bulk single crystals of Nb.32) Thus, the
polycrystalline starting material of Nb is high quality in
superconductivity, comparable to single crystals.32) With
increasing revolution numbers N, the value of Tc systemati-
cally increases and shows a maximum value (Tc = 9.37K) at
N = 2; the enhancement of Tc is ¦Tc/Tc ³ 1.3%. In the
higher numbers of N (² 5), Tc slightly decreases and saturates
to a constant value for N = 10­20. The value of Tc for
N = 20 is still larger than that for N = 0 and for single
crystals, consequently the HPT process does not reduce the
superconductivity but enhances Tc in HPT-Nb. At first glance,
the results are inconsistent with the general knowledge of
superconductivity because, in the case of an equilibrium
bulk-superconductor, the maximum value of Tc is observed in
high-quality single crystals and crystalline defects reduce the
superconducting order parameter in many cases.1­3) However,
ultrafine grain structures after HPT can be a trigger of the
Tc-enhancement, when spatial variations of the order
parameter on a scale comparable to the superconducting
coherence length are positively affected by nanostructures.4­6)
The microstructures of HPT-Nb were studied and the size
of rav was determined to be ³70 µm, 125 nm, and 120 nm for
N = 0, 2, and 5, respectively. The results indicate that the
grain size is effectively reduced by the HPT for N ¯ 2 but
almost saturates for N ² 2. In the initial stage of HPT
(N ¯ 2), the grain size largely decreases owing to the
accumulation of dislocations and the formation of subgrain
boundaries with increasing revolution numbers N.27­29,33) The
subgrain boundaries are formed because of agglomeration of
dislocations, and the small-angle grain boundaries transform
to the large-angle grain boundaries with increasing N. In the
region of higher revolution numbers (N ² 2), the grain size
saturates because of the balance between the generation and
annihilation of dislocations. The microstructure analysis and
the magnetization data indicate that Tc-enhancement is
observed in the evolution process of the grain refinement.
To discuss the HPT effect on the superconducting
transition, let us compare the average grain size 2rav with
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) coherence length ²0 ¼
hvF=³ð0Þ.1­3) Here, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, vF
the Fermi velocity, and ¦(0) the superconducting energy gap,









































Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the magnetization of HPT-Nb in the
magnetic field ®0H = 0.2mT for different revolution numbers N. The
magnetization M(T ) is normalized to ¹1 by a ZFC value of M(9K). The











Fig. 3 Critical temperature Tc as a function of HPT revolution numbers N
for HPT-Nb. Three samples were measured for each N. The broken line
indicates Tc for N = 0 and for a single crystal of Nb.32)
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ratio of rav/²0 is determined to be rav/²0 ³ 1800 (N = 0) and
rav/²0 ³ 3 (N = 2 and N = 5). Because rav/²0 ³ 1800 for
N = 0, the large crystalline grains in HPT-Nb behaves as the
three-dimensional bulk superconductivity in which no size
effect is expected. However, the size rav becomes comparable
to ²0 (i.e., rav/²0 ³ 3) for N ² 2. The increase of Tc can be
discussed in terms of the quantum size effect that is expected
in nanoscale superconductors with the confined geometry of
the superconducting order parameter.4­6)
According to the recent theory of the nanoscale super-
conductors, the spatial variation of the superconducting order
parameter ¦(r) and the density of states of the electrons are
calculated by solving the Bogoliubov-de Genne equations4,5)
and Gor’kov equations.6) Theoretical results indicate that
the quantum size effect of the Tc-enhancement results from
the enhancement of the superconducting order parameter,
because the Cooper pair density is increased by quantum
confinement in clean nanoscale superconductors.4­6) Because
the quantum size effect is pronounced when the grain size
approaches the coherence length ²0, the increase of Tc in
HPT-Nb can be qualitatively explained by this scenario.4­6)
However, the oscillatory behavior of Tc that is predicted in
the theory4­6) has not been observed because of the
distribution of the grain size in HPT-superconductors.
Figure 4 shows the critical temperature Tc for HPT-Nb as a
function of revolution numbers N of LT-HPT. By applying
the LT-HPT process in liquid nitrogen, the value of Tc
remarkably increases to Tc = 9.43K (¦Tc/Tc ³ 1.9%) at
N = 1/4. In addition, Tc(N ) shows the maximum value at
Nmax ³ 1/4 for LT-HPT; this value is much smaller than
Nmax ³ 2 for RT-HPT. The effective increase of Tc at low
revolutions of N and the decrease of Nmax in Tc(N ) indicate
that LT-HPT is advantageous for preparing HPT-Nb with
higher Tc. The enhancement of Tc after LT-HPT is consistent
with the quantum size effect as discussed above,4­6) because
the grain size is strongly reduced to rav ³ 23 nm (rav/²0 ³
0.6) for N = 5.
3.1.2 HPT-V
Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetization of HPT-V in the ZFC and FC modes before
and after HPT process at room temperature. The value of Tc
increases only for small revolution numbers (N = 1/8, 1/4,
1/2), whereas the Tc-enhancement ("Tc/Tc ³ 0.6%) is
smaller than that in HPT-Nb, as clearly seen in Fig. 6. With
increasing revolution numbers N, Tc for N ² 1 becomes
smaller than that for N = 0 and shows a slight upturn at













Fig. 4 Critical temperature Tc for HPT-Nb as a function of revolution
numbers N for LT-HPT. The data of RT-HPT from Fig. 3 are also shown















































Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the magnetization of HPT-V in the
magnetic field ®0H = 0.2mT for different revolution numbers N. The
magnetization M(T ) is normalized to ¹1 by a ZFC value of M(5K). The
critical temperatures are indicated by arrows.
Fig. 6 Critical temperature Tc as a function of HPT revolution numbers N
for HPT-V. The lower arrow with the broken line shows Tc for N = 0 and
the upper arrow shows Tc for a single crystal of V.38)
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N = 20. These results are completely different from the
results in HPT-Nb. In HPT-V, the grain size 2rav is reduced
from rav ³ 20 µm (N = 0) to ³165 nm (N = 5)28) and the
value is comparable to the BCS coherence length ²0 =
44 nm36,37) (i.e., rav/²0 ³ 3.8); this situation is similar to the
condition of HPT-Nb (N = 2) in which the quantum size
effect becomes remarkable as discussed above. The different
behavior of Tc(N ) between HPT-V and HPT-Nb suggests the
existence of competition between the quantum size effect
and the disorder effect. The considerable disorder strength,
which reduces Tc, is expected in the starting materials of V
even if the purity is same level as Nb, because Tc (³5.26K)
before HPT is smaller than that for bulk single crystals of
V (Tc ³ 5.39K)38) as indicated in Fig. 6. The small amount
of magnetic impurity and the inclusion of oxygen can be a
candidate of the strong disorder in V.
3.1.3 HPT-Ta
Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetization of HPT-Ta for different revolution numbers
N. The critical temperature before the HPT process is
Tc ³ 4.49K, which is almost same as Tc ³ 4.483K for single
crystals of Ta and highly purified Ta.39) As shown in
Fig. 7(a), the diamagnetic signal of Ta (N = 0) in the FC
mode is stronger than that of Nb and V, indicating that the
starting materials of Ta are relatively clean and the magnetic-
field trapping due to crystalline defects is not so strong.
Contrary to the case of HPT-Nb and HPT-V, the critical
temperature Tc immediately decreases after HPT at the small
revolution number of N = 1/2. In addition, the super-
conducting transition in HPT-Ta shows a characteristic two-
step transition, as indicated by Tch and Tcl in Fig. 7(b)­7(f ).
With decreasing temperature, the superconducting diamag-
netic signal gradually grows below Tch and sharply increases
below Tcl. The volume fraction of the high-Tc phase is
estimated to be ³20­30% near Tcl, on the basis of the
magnitude of the superconducting signal. Because the
separation into two superconducting phases appears after
HPT, the two-step transition is not due to additional impurity
elements but due to the introduced nanostructure and/or the
accumulated shear strain by the HPT process.
Figure 8 shows critical temperature Tc as a function of
HPT revolution numbers N for HPT-Ta. After the HPT
process, both critical temperatures (Tch,Tcl) decrease in the
initial stage of the HPT process (i.e., 0 < N ¯ 2). With
increasing N, Tch increases and reaches Tc for N = 0 and
single crystals,39) whereas Tc1 increases and shows a broad
maximum around N ³ 20. According to the grain-refinement
process as mentioned above, the depression of Tch(N ) and
Tcl(N ) at low-N revolutions is closely related to the
introduced nanostructures, including the crystalline defects
and shear strain. After HPT, the grain size 2rav decreases
leading to rav ³ 150 nm (N = 5)25) and rav/²0 ³ 1.7, using
²0 = 90 nm for Ta.40,41) Thus, the grain size is in the range of
the quantum size effect that enhances the superconducting
order parameter. However, the results suggest that the
disorder effect, which reduces Tc, is considerably stronger
than the quantum size effect. The increase of Tch and Tcl at
high revolution numbers (N ² 10) can be interpreted as the
recrystallization effect, which occurs in the steady state at
large strains.33)
3.2 Effect of the disorder characterized by the resistivity
3.2.1 Residual resistivity µ0
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Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of the magnetization of HPT-Ta in the
magnetic field ®0H = 0.2mT for different revolution numbers N. The
magnetization M(T ) is normalized to ¹1 by a ZFC value of M(4.1K). Tch
and Tcl indicated by arrows are critical temperatures for high-Tc and low-
Tc phases of the two-step superconducting transition.















Fig. 8 Critical temperature Tc as a function of HPT revolution numbers
N for HPT-Ta. Tch and Tcl indicate critical temperatures for high-Tc and
low-Tc phases of the two-step superconducting transition. The broken line
shows Tc for N = 0 and for a single crystal of Ta.39)
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and HPT-Ta, the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistivity μ(T ) has been measured. Figure 9 shows the
temperature dependence of the resistivity μ(T ) in (a) HPT-
Nb, (b) HPT-V, and (c) HPT-V with different revolution
numbers N. The resistivity is a useful parameter related to the
scattering mechanism of the conduction electrons and is
expressed as μ(T ) = μ0 + μL(T ), according to Matthiessen’s
rule. Here, the temperature dependent term μL(T ) results from
the scattering by thermal phonons and the electron-electron
interaction. The temperature independent term (i.e., a residual
resistivity μ0) is originated from the scattering of electrons by
static disorders that break the crystalline perfection. There-
fore, the analysis of μ0 provides important information about
the crystalline disorder and the effect of the disorder on Tc can
be discussed.
Figure 10 shows μ0 as a function of HPT revolution
numbers N for HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-Ta. The value of μ0
is estimated from the temperature independent resistivity just
above Tc. As shown in Fig. 10, μ0(N ) in HPT-Nb steeply
increases from 125 n³cm (N = 0) and is saturated around
³730 n³cm (N = 20) with increasing N. Although the
enhancement of μ0(N ) in HPT-Nb is approximately six times
after HPT (N = 20), μ0 ³ 730 n³cm (N = 20) remains
smaller than that of V before HPT (N = 0). In HPT-V, the
value of μ0 is in the higher level above μ0 ³ 1.1 µ³cm
(N = 0) and the change in μ0(N ) is smaller as compared with
HPT-Nb and HPT-Ta. These results suggest that the starting
materials of V already include considerable disorder, which
acts as a scattering center of the conduction electrons.
Dissolved gases (especially, interstitial oxygen) strongly
reduce Tc in V;42) therefore, the high-purity sample after
high-temperature annealing under ultra-high vacuum37) is a
candidate as a suitable starting material for studying the
intrinsic behavior of nanostructured superconductivity by
HPT. In HPT-Ta, the value of μ0 (³76 n³cm) for N = 0 is the
smallest among the three materials and μ0(N ) becomes
saturated near N = 20, with the value close to that of HPT-
Nb. In the intermediate numbers of N = 2­5, however, μ0(N )
shows an anomalous peak structure and the peak is in good
agreement with the depression of Tcl(N ) and Tcl(N ) in Fig. 8.
This means that the decrease of Tcl(N ) and Tcl(N ) in HPT-Ta
is caused by the enhanced electron scattering that reduces the
formation of Cooper pairs.
The HPT process introduces shear strain and generated
lattice defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries. In
this situation, the residual resistivity ratio RRR [Ô μ(300K)/
μ0] can be used as a measure of the purity and perfectness of
the sample because it is roughly proportional to the electron
mean free path l. The value of RRR strongly depends on the
sample quality; for example, RRR is ³1650 in the very pure
Nb crystal43) and is ³1.5 in the heavily disordered Nb thin
film.10) Figure 11 shows critical temperature Tc as a function
of RRR and inverse resistivity ratio 1/RRR in HPT-Nb, HPT-
V, and HPT-Ta. 1/RRR expresses the disorder strength and
increases with increasing revolution numbers N. Despite the



























































Fig. 9 Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity μ(T ) in (a) HPT-














Fig. 10 Residual resistivity μ0 as a function of HPT revolution numbers N
for HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-Ta. The value of μ0 is estimated from the
temperature independent resistivity just above Tc.
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introduced disorder by HPT, Tc increases with increasing
1/RRR in HPT-Nb. As shown in Fig. 11, Tc enhancement is
observed in the less disordered condition, which is
experimentally determined to be 1/RRR < 0.04 in HPT-Nb
and 1/RRR < 0.049 in HPT-V. In HPT-Nb, because grain
refinement is realized in the less disordered region (1/
RRR < 0.04), the quantum size effect4­6) can effectively work
as a Tc-enhancement mechanism.
The relation between Tc and 1/RRR was studied previously
in thin film44) and bulk45,46) samples of several super-
conducting metals (Nb,44) V45) and Ta44,46)). By controlling
the impurity disorder in thin films, a monotonic decrease of
Tc with 1/RRR was reported.44­46) In the region with a large
1/RRR (1/RRR ² 0.04 in HPT-Nb, ²0.049 in HPT-V, and
²0.053 in HPT-Ta) shown in Fig. 11, the reduction of Tc can
be explained by the enhanced electron scattering at the lattice
defects (i.e., the disorder effect) in the same manner in
Refs. 44­46). However, the enhancement of Tc with 1/RRR
is different from the previous results44­46) and is a novel
feature in ultrafine-grained superconductors processed by
HPT.
3.2.2 Electron mean free path l and disorder strength
The effect of disorder and the scattering of the conduction
electrons can be quantitatively discussed in terms of the
electron mean free path l = ³2kB2/e2vF£μ0. Here, e is the
electron charge, vF is the Fermi velocity, £ is the coefficient of
the electronic specific heat, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Figure 12 shows the electron mean free path l as a function
of HPT revolution numbers N for HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-
Ta, where l is calculated using the experimentally determined
μ0 (see Fig. 10) and the values of vF and £ described in
previous papers for Nb,47,48) V,49) and Ta.50,51) As shown in
Fig. 12, the value of l steeply decreases in the initial stage of
the HPT process (i.e., 0 < N ¯ 2), which corresponds to the
accumulation of dislocations and the formation of subgrain
boundaries. In the steady state with high revolution numbers,
the value of l becomes almost constant.
Comparing the electron mean free path l with the grain
size 2rav, let us discuss the effect of the nanostructure on
electron scattering. The ratio of l to rav for N = 5 is estimated
to be l/rav ³ 0.5 (HPT-Nb), l/rav ³ 0.12 (HPT-V), l/rav ³
0.28 (HPT-Ta), using the values in Fig. 12: l = 60 nm
(HPT-Nb), l = 20 nm (HPT-V), l = 42 nm (HPT-Ta) for
N = 5. For HPT-Nb, the mean free path is a same level as
the grain size, indicating that the mean free path roughly
matches the periodicity of the grain boundaries. Because the
mean free path is the average distance that the electron passes
between scatterings, the grain boundaries are considered
major scattering centers of electrons. In other words, electron
scattering centers such as dislocations, lattice strain, and other
disorders accumulate near the grain boundaries and the
probability of electron scattering inside the grains is very low
in HPT-Nb. On the contrary, the mean free path is much
shorter than the grain size in HPT-V and HPT-Ta, so the
probability of electron scattering is higher inside the grains
rather than at the grain boundary. This means that the
crystalline disorders introduced by HPT, which act as
electron scattering centers, distribute homogeneously irre-
spective of the grain structures in HPT-V and HPT-Ta.
According to the above analysis, the distribution of the
scattering centers with respect to grain boundaries differs
from material to material, and a self-cleaning effect inside
grains is realized in HPT-Nb.
When discussing the effect of disorder on superconduc-
tivity, the relation between the mean free path l and the BCS
coherence length ²0 provides an important criterion for the
cleanness of the superconductivity. Superconductors with a
condition l/²0 > 1 correspond to clean superconductors and
with l/²0 < 1 correspond to dirty superconductors.1,2,52)
























Fig. 11 Critical temperature Tc as a function of the residual resistivity ratio
RRR and the inverse resistivity ratio 1/RRR in (a) HPT-Nb, (b) HPT-V,
and (c) HPT-Ta. 1/RRR expresses the disorder strength. The value of Tc in
HPT-Ta is obtained from the resistivity data, and the obtained Tc locates












Fig. 12 Electron mean free path l as a function of HPT revolution numbers
N for HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-Ta.
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l/²0 in (a) HPT-Nb, (b) HPT-V, and (c) HPT-Ta. The starting
materials (N = 0) of both Nb and Ta are in the clean limit
before HPT. In HPT-Nb, the parameter of l/²0 decreases with
increasing N, but the superconducting transition for N = 20
still occurs in the clean region. This is a reason that the effect
of the disorder is not strong and the quantum size effect that
enhances Tc is remarkable in HPT-Nb.
In HPT-V, differently form the case of HPT-Nb and HPT-
Ta, the starting material of HPT-V (N = 0) shows dirty
superconductivity. However, a small enhancement of Tc is
observed for revolution numbers N ¯ 1/2. The result may be
related to HPT-V (N = 0) being not in the dirty limit
(l/²0 ¹ 1) with strong disorder but close to the moderate
level of disorder (l/²0 ³ 1), as shown in Fig. 13(b).
According to this discussion, Tc in HPT-V is expected to
increase more if ultrafine-grained structures are introduced in
the clean starting material of V with clean superconductivity
(l/²0 > 1).
In HPT-Ta, on the contrary, the transformation from a clean
to dirty superconductor occurs immediately after the HPT
process for N ² 1/2. The drastic change in l/²0 is caused by
the increase of scattering centers inside the grains and the
relatively large BCS coherence length ²0. According to the
recent theory of nanoscale superconductors in the presence
of the impurity disorder,53) the disorder effect on Tc in the
nanoscale superconductor is stronger than that expected by
Anderson’s theorem.52) The theory53) states that the
suppression of Tc in the ultrafine-grained superconductor is
larger than that in the coarse grained or homogeneous bulk
superconductor. Therefore, the drastic decrease of Tc in the
initial stage of the HPT process is consistent with the
theory,53) which indicates the enhancement of the disorder
effect.
According to the above results, the different behavior of
Tc(N ) among HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and HPT-V can be explained
by the competition between two opposite effects: the
quantum size effect4­6) (Fig. 14(a)) and the disorder effect52)
(Fig. 14(b)). The quantum size effect is remarkable and the
value of Tc increases when the grain size approaches ²0 as
shown in Fig. 14(a); this situation is realized with increasing





















Nb:   ξ0 = 39 nm
V:     ξ0 = 44 nm






















Fig. 13 Critical temperature Tc as a function of l/²0 in (a) HPT-Nb,
(b) HPT-V, and (c) HPT-Ta. The value of Tc in HPT-Ta is obtained from
the resistivity data, and the obtained Tc locates between Tch and Tcl (see
Fig. 8) with a similar N-dependence. The shaded region expresses the
border between clean and dirty superconductivity (i.e., l/²0 ³ 1). The
revolution numbers are given near the data points.
Fig. 14 Schematic drawings of (a) the quantum size effect on critical temperature Tc and (b) the disorder effect on Tc for HPT-processed
superconductors. The different N-dependence of Tc in (c) HPT-Nb, (d) HPT-V, and (e) HPT-Ta is schematically explained by the
competition between the two different effects.
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Because the crystalline disorder masks the quantum size
effect, the Tc-enhancement is most striking in clean limit
superconductors.4­6) As shown in Fig. 14(b), disorder is
introduced by HPT and Tc decreases with revolution numbers
N. The degree of the disorder depends on both the density
and the spatial distribution of the scattering centers such as
grain boundaries, dislocations and lattice strain.
The different N-dependence of Tc in HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and
HPT-Ta is schematically illustrated in Fig. 14(c), 14(d), and
14(e). In HPT-Nb, the grain size is reduced under the
condition of the clean superconductor (i.e., l/²0 > 1) after the
HPT process. Thus, the quantum size effect, which enhances
Tc, is more of a major effect than the disorder effect (see
Fig. 14(c)). Therefore, Tc-enhancement is observed in the all
revolution numbers processed (0 < N ¯ 20). In HPT-V, the
disorder effect is stronger than the quantum size effect (see
Fig. 14(d)) because the starting material of Valready includes
considerable disorder and the superconductivity is in the dirty
region (l/²0 < 1). Therefore, Tc slightly increases for the
narrow revolution numbers (1/8 ¯ N ¯ 1/2) and decreases
for the wide numbers (1 ¯ N ¯ 20). In HPT-Ta, clean
superconductivity (l/²0 > 1) transforms into dirty super-
conductivity (l/²0 < 1) immediately after the HPT process
(N ² 1/2). The result indicates that the disorder effect is
stronger than the quantum size effect in the initial stage of the
HPT process (see Fig. 14(e)). Therefore, Tc steeply decreases
for the small revolution numbers (0 ¯ N ¯ 2). For HPT-V
and HPT-Ta, Tc at high revolution numbers (N ² 10)
increases toward the initial value for N = 0 (see Figs. 6 and
8), suggesting the recrystallization effect due to the
disappearance of dislocations.33) The different N-dependence
of Tc between HPT-Nb and HPT-Ta in the initial stage of
HPT can be explained by whether electron scattering centers
exist inside the grains according to the parameter of l/rav
mentioned above. Tc increases when the scattering centers
are hardly within the grains (HPT-Nb: Figs. 3 and 14(c)) but
decreases when the scattering centers increase inside the
grains with the condition of l < rav (HPT-Ta: Figs. 8 and
14(e)).
4. Conclusion
Magnetization and resistivity measurements were per-
formed on HPT-processed Nb, V, and Ta, to study the effect
of SPD on superconducting properties in ultrafine-grained
metals. The following conclusions were obtained:
(1) HPT-Nb: The critical temperature Tc increases with the
evolution process of grain refinement. The grain size is
reduced under the condition of the clean superconductor
(i.e., l/²0 > 1). Thus, the quantum size effect, which
enhances Tc, is more significant than the disorder effect.
(2) HPT-V: The Tc increment is observed only in the small
N region (N = 1/8, 1/4, 1/2), but Tc turns to decrease
with increasing N. The small Tc enhancement in the
initial stage and Tc reduction in the wide range of N
indicate that the disorder effect is stronger than the
quantum size effect, because the superconductivity is in
the dirty region (l/²0 < 1).
(3) HPT-Ta: Tc steeply decreases in the initial stage of the
HPT process (0 ¯ N ¯ 2). The result is explained by
the transformation from clean superconductivity (l/²0 >
1) for N = 0 to dirty superconductivity (l/²0 < 1) for
N ² 1/2.
(4) The different behavior of Tc(N ) in HPT-Nb, HPT-V, and
HPT-Ta is successfully explained by the quantum size
effect, which enhances Tc, competing with the disorder
effect, which reduces Tc. The quantum size effect is
characterized by the parameter rav/²0, and the disorder
strength is characterized by the parameters l/rav and
l/²0.
(5) Tc in HPT-V is expected to increase more if ultra-fine
grain structures are introduced in the clean starting
material of V with the relation of l/²0 > 1.
(6) The HPT process has a great advantage for producing
bulk nanostructured superconductors with higher Tc.
The ultrafine-grained structure with a grain size
comparable to ²0 and clean superconductivity inside
the grains provide a novel route of Tc enhancement.
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